Consider the random graph G(n; p); where p = p(n) is any threshold function satisfying p(n) = (ln n=n): We give a full characterization of the limit values of probabilities of G(n; p) having a property ; where is any sentence of the rst order theory of graphs.
Introduction
Let n 2 N and 0 p = p(n) 1: The probability space G(n; p) is the usual probability space over the set of graphs on the vertex set n] = f1; : : :; ng with the product measure Prob(G) = p e G (1 ? p) ( n 2 )?eG : Let us de ne the rst order language L of graphs. The language L consists of an alphabet containing a countable number of variable symbols (x; y; z; :::) interpreted as vertices; logical symbols as Boolean connectives :,^, _, quanti ers 8, 9; and brackets; the predicate of equality`=', and the adjacency ' ' predicate, where x y is interpreted as fx; yg being an edge. For 2 L; we write Prob(G(n; p) j = ) for the probability that a graph G in G(n; p) has the property :
Our paper deals with the behaviour of G(n; p) for p = p(n) being a threshold satisfying p = (ln n=n): Set p k;l = p k;l (n; c) := ln n kn + l ln ln n kn + c kn ;
where k 1; l k ? 1 are integers and c 2 R: In their 1991 paper, T. Luczak and the rst author proved that the zero -one law for G(n; p); p = (ln n=n); and the language L (cf.
Theorem 5 in LS 91] for precise statement) holds except for p being \close" to p k;l ; in other words the probabilities p k;l are the only thresholds in the range (ln n=n):
As the general case is somewhat complicated we here describe our results when k = 1 and l is an arbitrary nonnegative integer. For a nonnegative integer s; let l;s be the following sentence of L : \there are precisely s vertices of degree precisely l". The number of vertices of degree l in G(n; p) possesses asymptotically Poisson distribution with mean e ?c =l!. Set q l;s := e ?e ?c =l! (e ?c =l!) s =s! which is the limiting probability of G(n; p) satisfying l;s : Theorem 1 Let k = 1, l be an arbitrary but xed nonnegative integer, and p = p k;l (n; c). Let be any sentence from the rst order language of graphs L. Then G(n; p) satisfying { 2 { has a limiting probability (as n ! 1) and the limit equals either a nite sum of the values q l;s de ned above or one minus such a nite sum. This includes zero and one with the null sum.] Furthermore, all such values are limiting probabilities of some rst order sentence .
Further, the indices s of the nite sum are at most the quanti er rank of .
The general characterization of limit probabilities is given in Section 6. While we give our results for p(n) = p k;l (n; c) we note that an additive o(n ?1 ) term in (1) will not a ect any of the limit probabilities. This can be shown by checking that it is so for each of the axioms of the almost sure theories as well as their extensions we develop. We omit the calculations.
We are inspired by the results of Lynch L 92] on the limit probabilities for rst order sentences over G(n; p) where p = c=n or p = cn ?(u+1)=u ; u 2 N: Lynch showed that all such limit probabilities could be expressed as functions of c that were generated from addition, subtraction, multiplication, division, and base e exponentiation. In one important sense our range p = ( lnn n ) is considerably simpler than the case p = c=n: Our limit probabilities can and will include hyperexponential terms, e.g. e ?e ?c , but they are never a tower of exponentials of any higher length. In this manner our range is similar to the other range studied by Lynch: p = cn ?(u+1)=u ; u 2 N:
The paper is organized as follows. The next section contains a necessary background on Ehrenfeucht games and complete theories. Section 3 deals with a general procedure for computing the limit values of probabilities.
Sections 4 and 5 contain di erent cases of the proof of Theorem 1. In Section 4 we treat the classical k = 1; l = 0] Erd} os -R enyi case. We give there the main ideas used later in the complete proof. The case k = 1 and l 0 is dealt with in Section 5. We give all the details of the probabilistic as well as logical parts of the proof. The statement and proof of a generalization of Theorem 1 for p k;l (n; c); which is somewhat technical, is given in Section 6.
Our asymptotics are always for k; l xed and n approaching in nity. Notation: For two functions f(n) and g(n); f(n) = (g(n)) means that there are two constants c 1 and c 2 such that c 1 g(n) f(n) c 2 g(n) for n large enough.
2 Ehrenfeucht Games, Complete Theories, and Countable Models
In this section we introduce the tool used later in the proof -Ehrenfeucht games. Throughout this section, let L 0 denote a rst order language with a nite number of predicates.
We start with the (standard) de nition of quanti er rank, qr( ); of a formula 2 L 0 : For 2 L 0 ; the quanti er rank of is de ned recursively as follows qr( ) = 0; for atomic qr(: ) = qr( ) qr( _ ') = maxfqr( ); qr(')g qr((9 x) ) = qr( ) + 1 : Fact 3 Let be a consistent rst order theory which has no nite models. Then the following are equivalent.
: is complete. : Any pair of countable models of are elementarily equivalent. : For any two countable models M 1 ; M 2 of and any positive integer t; the second player has a winning strategy for the game Ehr t (M 1 ; M 2 ). Later we will be using the third condition, i.e. Ehrenfeucht games, to show a given theory is complete. We will need the following two facts about Ehrenfeucht games played on graphs. All graphs involved are considered as models of the rst order language of graphs. The rst fact describes a local su cient condition for Duplicator to win the Ehrenfeucht game played on graphs.
Fact 4 Let t be a positive integer. Let G 1 and G 2 be graphs satisfying the following property: for every i = 1; : : : ; t; and for every choice of w 2 V (G 1 ) and v 1 ; : : : ; v i?1 2 V (G 2 ) there exists a vertex v i 2 V (G 2 We are going to show by induction that Duplicator has a winning strategy during which he can maintain that for every i = 1; : : :; t; the neighborhoods N(a 1 i ; 3 t?i ) and N(a 2 i ; 3 t?i ) are isomorphic with the isomorphism mapping all a 1 j to a 2 j where a 1 j 2 N(a 1 i ; 3 t?i ): This implies that for every i = 1; : : : ; t; the structures induced on the sets fa 1 1 ; : : : ; a 1 i g and fa 2 1 ; : : :; a 2 i g are isomorphic.
For i = 1; if Spoiler chose a vertex a 1 1 in G 1 ; say, using the assumptions of the fact Duplicator can nd a vertex a 2 1 in G 2 such that the neighborhoods N(a 1 1 ; 3 t ) and N(a 2 1 ; 3 t ) are isomorphic with the isomorphism mapping a 1 1 to a 2 1 :
Assume the induction hypothesis to hold for all j = 1; : : : ; i ? 1: Without loss of generality, suppose Spoiler chose its next move to be a vertex a 1 i in G 1 : In the case a 1 i 2 i?1 j=1 N(a 1 j ; 2 3 t?i ); Duplicator chooses a 2 i according to the isomorphism between the neighborhoods N(a 1 l ; 3 t?l ) and N(a 2 l ; 3 t?l ) where the index l is such that a 1 i 2 N(a 1 l ; 2 3 t?i ):
As N(a 1 i ; 3 t?i ) N(a 1 l ; 3 t?l ); we get that the neighborhoods N(a 1 i ; 3 t?i ) and N(a 2 i ; 3 t?i ) are isomorphic. Moreover, the isomorphisms of neighborhoods map a 1 j to a 2 j ; 1 j i: If a 1 i 6 2 i?1 j=1 N(a 1 j ; 2 3 t?i ); Duplicator can choose a 2 i according to the assumptions of the fact by setting w = a 1 i and v 1 = a 2 1 ; : : : ; v i?1 = a 2 i?1 : Thus, the neighborhoods N(a 1 i ; 3 t?i ) and N(a 2 i ; 3 t?i ) are again isomorphic with the isomorphism mapping a 1 i to a 2 i : Further, In this section we describe a general procedure for characterizing the limit values of probabilities. The main theorem of this section is Theorem 8. We start with assumptions for this section.
{ 5 { Let L 0 be a ( rst or second order) language. For each n 2 N we are given a probability space ( n ; n ); where n is a nite set of models of L 0 and n is a probabilistic measure on n . In the following sections we set ( n ; n ) to be G(n; p).] We assume all subsets of n are n -measurable. For 2 L 0 we write n ( ) for n (fM 2 n : M j = g), the probability holds in a \random" model. A theory T is called the almost sure theory for the sequence ( n ; n ) if it consists of those sentences 2 L 0 for which lim n!1 n ( ) = 1: Remark 6 Observe that any almost sure theory T is consistent. This holds due to the niteness of proof, i.e. \compactness" . If is a theorem of T; i.e. T` ; then it follows from a nite number of axioms and therefore lim n!1 n ( ) = 1: Hence, all theorems of T hold almost surely and therefore the sentence \false" is not in T.
Let 2 L 0 be a sentence with positive limit probability, i.e. lim n!1 n ( ) > 0; and let T 0 be the extension of T by the new sentence : We claim that the theory T 0 is consistent. Similarly as above, if is a theorem of T 0 ; we get lim inf n!1 n ( ) lim n!1 n ( ) > 0: Therefore, the sentence \false" cannot be in T 0 :
De nition 7 Let T be a subtheory for the almost sure theory. Let The classic work of Paul Erd} os and Alfred R enyi ER 60] contains many beautiful results. Surely one of the most striking is their description of the threshold for that most fundamental of graph concepts -connectivity. They showed that if
then Prob(G(n; p) connected) = e ?e ?c + o (1) : (4) The precision of the result and the novelty of the double exponential have well stood the test of time.
In one sense this result is not directly pertinent to our current investigations as connectivity is not a rst order property. But in their proof Erd} os and R enyi actually examined the property of containing no isolated vertices, which we shall denote by 0 and can be written (8x)(9y)(x y) in the First Order world. They showed that 0 has the limit probability (4) and that connectivity and 0 have the same limit probability in this range of p.
We show that the double exponential is essentially the only kind of limit probability that can appear in the First Order world. Our results are given more formally and more generally in Sections 5 and 6, here we sketch the situation in this historically interesting case.
The rst order sentences that hold almost surely for these p can be split into positive and negative statements. On the positive side:
For every m 3 and every r 1 : There are (at least) r cycles of length (precisely) m. For every r 1 and every d 1 : There are (at least) r vertices of degree (precisely) d. We think of small cycles and small degree vertices as special phenomenon. The above two schema say that they do occur, the nal three schema say that they hold in isolation.
For every t; d 1 : There are no vertices x 1 ; x 2 with degrees both at most d which are less than t apart. For every t; d 1 and every m 3 : There is no vertex x of degree at most d which lies less than distance t from a cycle of length at most m. For every t 1 and m 3 : There are no two cycles of length at most m which lie less than distance t apart. Roughly speaking, the special phenomenon hold only polylogarithmically often and they are spread out in the graph so that locally one never sees two such phenomenon. Let T denote the theory given by these schema, which turns out to be the almost sure theory for p in this range. We prove this in the next section.
The countable models M of T are particularly nice. Because no two special phenomenon can be any nite distance apart any component of T can have only one of them. If a component C contains a vertex of nite degree d then it must be the in nite tree TR d with all other vertices having in nite degree. Note TR d is uniquely determined and note that M must have countably many copies of TR d . Similarly if C contains a cycle of size m then it must be the unicyclic C m generated from the cycle by generating a disjoint in nite rooted tree, all vertices of in nite degree, from each of the vertices of the cycle. Again C m is uniquely determined and M must have countably many copies of C m . Let TR ! denote the in nite tree with all vertices of in nite degree. The model M may have countably many copies of TR ! , it may have any nite number of copies of TR ! , in particular it may have no copies of TR ! .
What about isolated vertices? Their number cannot be speci ed in the almost sure theory T since this range of p is precisely the threshold function for having an isolated vertex. We let s denote the sentence: \ There exist (precisely) s isolated vertices", de ned for all nonnegative integers s including (especially) zero.
We claim that for any s the theory T(s) = T + s is complete. What does all this say about the possible limit probabilities for a rst order sentence ?
Let X be the number of isolated vertices in G(n; p). 
{ 9 { as n ! 1: Note that P s 0 q s = 1, meaning roughly that the number of isolated vertices is almost surely bounded. This, and the careful epsilondeltamanship of Section 3, implies that any rst order has limiting probability P s2M ] q s . Thus the possible limiting probabilities are nite sums of the q s or one minus such a sum. Further, the s are themselves rst order sentences and for any nite subset S of nonnegatice integers the sentence = _ s2S s does have limiting probability P s2S q s while : has limiting probability one minus that { therefore we have a complete characterization of the possible limiting probabilities of rst order sentences .
5 The Case of k = 1 and l 0:
In this section we prove Theorem 1. We introduce the almost sure theories T 1;l and their completions T 1;l (s): At the end of the section, the proof of Theorem 1 is given. Solely for the purpose of this section we set p = p 1;l = (ln n + l ln ln n + c)=n:
5. For all integers r; s; t 0; s r : 4 (r; s; t) :(9 a pair of vertices x; y)(deg(x) = r^deg(y) = s^dist(x; y) = t):
For all integers r; t 0 and m 3 : 5 (t; r; m) :(9x; deg(x) = r)(9 cycle C m on m vertices ) (dist(x; C m ) = t):
and schema dealing with vertices of degree r; r 0: The case r = l is not included here as p = p 1;l is the threshold function for the existence of vertices with degree equal to l:
For all integers r; 0 r < l : 6 (r) :(9x)(deg(x) = r):
For all integers t 1 and r > l : 7 (t; r) (9 distinct vertices x 1 ; : : :; x t )(deg(x 1 ) = = deg(x t ) = r):
{ 10 { Note that the group of axioms 6 (:) is void for l = 0; i.e. for the theory T 1;0 : In the following lemma, we show that all the schema of T 1;l have the limiting probability equal to 1: In fact Lemma 12, proved later, and the results of Section 3 imply that the theories T 1;l are the almost sure theories for p = p 1;l :
Lemma 10 For every l 0; all the axioms of T 1;l are rst order sentences and all of them hold for G(n; p) with probability 1 ? o (1) Thus, lim n!1 Prob(G(n; p) j = 1 (H)) = lim n!1 Prob(Y H = 0) = 1:
(2) For a graph H; let m(H) = max F H e F =v F : It was proved by Bollob as that the function n ?1=m(H) is a threshold for G(n; p) j = '(H): Recall that m(TR t ) = 1 ? 1 t for a tree TR t on t vertices and m(U) = 1 for a unicyclic connected graph U: Thus, lim n!1 Prob(G(n; p) j = (1) and, thus, Prob(G(n; p) j = 6 (r)) = 1 ? o (1) Therefore, we get Prob(G(n; p) j = 7 (l; r)) = Prob(Y r t) = 1 ? o(1): 10
Complete theories T 1;l (s)
For xed integers l; s 0; let T 1;l (s) be the extension of the theory T 1;l by the axiom l;s : In this section, we are going to show that these theories are complete. To be able to employ the technique of Ehrenfeucht games, we need the following description of countable models for the theory T 1;l (s): Note that due to the schema 7 (:); the theories T 1;l (s) do not possess nite models. Proof. The structure of a countable model M of T 1;l (s) is determined by the axioms 1 (:); : : :; 7 (:); and l;s of the theory. The tree-like or unicyclic structure of components of M is implied by axioms 1 (:) and 2 (:): Moreover, axioms 4 (:) and 5 (:) imply that no two special phenomena -a vertex of a nite degree or a nite cycle -are in the same component of M:
The existence and number of components of type I is determined by the axiom l;s : Finally, the existence and number of components of types II and IV is implied by axioms 3 (:); 6 (:); and 7 (:): Note that the axioms of the theory T 1;l (s) do not determine neither the number nor the existence of components of type III. 11 Lemma 12 For all integers l; s 0; the theories T 1;l (s) are complete. Proof. Fix l; s 0: In the proof we use T to denote the theory T 1;l (s): Note that T is a consistent theory as it is an extension of the theory T 1;l by the axiom l;s with nonzero limiting probability (cf. Remark 6).
To show T is complete, we are going to use the condition of Fact 3. Thus the following claim already implies the completeness of T:
Claim 13 For every two countable models M 1 ; M 2 of the theory T and for every positive integer t; the second player has a winning strategy for the Ehrenfeucht This M is in some sense a minimal model of T 1;l (s): Later, we are going to refer to this \bar" notation.
To justify that l;s form a complete family of completions and, also, to determine the possible limit values, we need the following fact giving the limit probabilities q l;s : The proof of it is standard and can be found for example in B 85].
Fact 15 For every l 0; let X l (n) be a random variable counting the vertices of degree precisely l in G(n; p 1;l ): Then, for every integer l 0; the variables X l (n) converge in distribution, as n ! 1; to a random variable with the Poisson distribution and mean equal to e ?c =l!: Thus, q l;s = lim n!1 Prob(G(n; p 1;l ) j = l;s ) = lim n!1 Prob(X l (n) = s) = e ?sc Lemma 11) . Thus, after deleting all the components of type I (i.e. all isolated vertices in the case l = 0 or all in nite trees containing a vertex of degree l in the case l > 0) the remaining parts of the models M s and M s 0 are isomorphic. Due to the assumption that the number of the components of type I in both models is at least t; the second player can win Ehr t (M s ; M s 0 ): Due to the structure of the models M s and M s 0 described above, Duplicator can win by using a rather straightforward strategy -he just precisely copies the moves of the Spoiler. Hence, the claim follows. 16 The claim implies the nite/co-nite part of the statement in Theorem 1. Moreover, for a given 2 L we can give a bound on the size of M ] or of its complement, M C ] = (N f0g) n M ]; depending on which of these two sets is nite. To see that, let qr( ) = h:
Recall that the theories T 1;l (s) are complete, i.e. that either T 1;l (s)` or T 1;l (s)`: : We need to distinguish the following two cases.
In the case T 1;l (h)`: ; Claim 16 implies that for every s h one has T 1;l (s)`: : To nish the proof of Theorem 1, i.e. to get the full characterization, we need to show witnessing sentences in the language L: For S N f0g nite, let S _ s2S l;s : In the case S N f0g is co-nite, we set S : _ s2(N f0g)nS l;s :
6 The General Case
In this section we give a generalization of Theorem 1 for p = p k;l = (ln n+l ln ln n+c)=(kn); though omitting some of the more detailed calculations. The results are summarized in Theorem 22. The section is organized similar to Section 5. We start with describing schema for almost sure theories T k;l ; then we describe the completions of these -T k;l (r): Finally, we give a description of sets M ]; being a rst order sentence of graphs. We claim that the family of r forms a complete family of completions in the sense of Section 3. Our index set will be I = f(r 1 ; : : : ; r ) : r 0 for all 1 g :
Note that, for example, due to the second schema of T k;l the theories T k;l as well as T k;l (r) do not possess nite models.
Lemma 18 Proof. The axioms of the theory T k;l and the sentence r determine the structure of the model M: The rst schema of T k;l implies that every component of M has a tree-like or unicyclic structure. Moreover, using the third and fourth schema of T k;l we infere that there are at most k vertices of nite degree in a given component and that there is no component with both a nite cycle and a vertex of nite degree. The existence and number of components of type A is given by the axiom r : Because there are at most k vertices of nite degree in each component of M; every copy of (T R ; d ); 1 ; must lie in a separate component. If l = k ? 1; the low degree tree (T R ; d ) contains necessary k vertices and all d i ; i = 1; : : :; k; equal zero. Thus, every component containing a copy of (T R ; d ) consists of a single copy of the tree (T R ; d ): In the case l > k ? 1; there is either more than k vertices in (T R ; d ) and/or a vertex joined to some of the vertices x 1 ; : : : ; x k of (T R ; d ): Thus, there must be a vertex, say v; which degree is not determined by the d i 's. As there cannot be more than k vertices of nite degree in a component, the vertex v must have an in nite degree. Hence, the component is in nite.
The last schema of T k;l implies that there is an in nite number of components of type B. Moreover, the fth schema of T k;l implies that there is an in nite number of such components. The existence and number of components containing none or k 0 ; 0 < k 0 < k; vertices of nite degree which in the latter case form a low degree tree of type (k 0 ; l 0 ); l 0 > k 0 ? 1; is not determined by the theory T k;l (r):
The second schema of T k;l implies the in nite number of unicyclic components.
Finally, the axioms :LDT(TR; d) for any low degree tree (T R; d) of type (k; l 0 ); l 0 < l; or (k + 1; l 0 ); any l 0 k; and the nonexistence of bicyclic subgraphs imply that all the components of the model M must be one of the types A -E. 18 components of the same type Duplicator can play isomorphically on them throughout an s-move Ehrenfeucht game.
By an s-box on I let us mean the set of r 2 I where for each coordinate r we require either that that coordinate have a speci c value, with that value less than s, or we require that the coordinate be at least s. Then will have an f of the form one minus a nite sum of such terms. To conclude this section, we summarize the results in the following theorem.
Theorem 22 Let k; l be integers such that l k ? 1 0: Let be any sentence of the rst order language of graphs. Then, in general, the limiting probability f (c) has the form of a nite sum and di erence of rational numbers times nite products of terms of the form above, i.e. a linear combination with rational coe cients of terms of the form e ?c 1 e ? 2 e ?c where the 1 ; 2 are themselves rational numbers. We include 1 as the null product here.]
In particular, f (c) always exists and is always an in nitely di erentiable function of c.
